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BrosiQ originally prepared this paper as an oral 
presentation to a secondary school faculty for 
an In-service day. 

An in-service 
address; 
the foundations 
of education 
by Richard A. Brosio 

Richard Brosio has been an assistant professor of 
Secondary Education at Ball State University since 1972, 
the year he was awarded his Ph.D. by the Un iversity of 
Michigan. He also holds a B.A. in History (1960) and an M.A. 
in Education (1962) from the University of Michigan. From 
1962 to 1969 he taught in the social studies area at tWo San 
Diego, Galifornia, high schools. Or. Broslo's responsibilities 
at Ball State concern in-service participation and the social 
foundations of education, and he maintains a strong in· 
terest in the concept of-and quest for- community. 
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If one is to accept an offer to come and help conduct 
an in-service program, he must be confident that his 
potential contribution will be helpfu l to those who are to 
be serviced.' Unless one is an adviser or consultant in a 
high ly technical field, It is not always without diffidence 
that one agrees to help. Education is a f ield, and an in
stitutional real ity, in which fierce arguments are raging. 
There simp ly Is no consensus regarding what good 
education is in America in the last quarter of the twentieth 
century. There are no experts and no consensus, but we 
are still committed to wrestling with the most difficult 
questions concerning the school and the society. 

In the absence of experts on profound educational 
questions, it may be that each teacher, and each maturing 
student, must develop the tools and proclivi ties to 
establ ish value criterion for him or herself. As Walter Lipp
mann wrote in A Preface To Morals (1929): we are beyond 
the time when an enduring orthodoxy is believable to 
large numbers of people. 

ProfessorG. Max Wingo wrote in 1974, 
"Our thesis is that American society is involved In 
a great transition, in which our whole way of life is 
being transformed. The common core of ideas and 
beliefs that once represented cult ural solidarity is 
dissolving. We can no longer perceive what is con· 
stant and what is open to choice. The turmoil, 
therefore, that is so evident in American education is 
reflecting the confusion in American society.'" 

There are many sel f-appointed experts and con
sultants In education, who will tell anyone who may wish 
to listen, how to improve human relat ions and make the 
business of education run more smoothly. There are soul 
engineers in the world of business, the milit ary, govern· 
ment and even the schools. Perhaps such people tread op· 
t imistically where others do so with greater caution, 
because those more diffident and fearful have wrestled 
with the tough existential questions conlronting us al l: 
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II 

In spite o f the scorn wh ich has been visited upon in
tellectuals in the twentieth cen tury, it is the purpose of 
this section to sketch an honorific picture of persons who 
are intellec tuals-persons who strive to make sense out 
o f opaque existence. 

An intellectual is not an expert on the hard question; 
of self, school and society in the same way that a 
physicist Is an expert; but It Is he or . she who has 
historically led in the search for meaning In Western 
civil izatio n. 

Michael Novak has written. that the real task of an in· 
tellectual is to be a conscious part of what he is at· 
tempting to write or speak about.• The authentic in· 
!elle<:tual must know what the experiences of the persons 
on the society are before he begins the difficult, but 
necessary, task of helping to articulate a description of 
the human condition for his own and his contemporaries' 
time and place. The person who comes to be honored with 
the descriptive adjective-intellectual-must be one who is 
able to speak out with pen, voice, or through cinema. 
theatre, etc. in such a way that his readers, lis teners or 
viewers nod in recognition when they experience the 
ideas and insights being presented. An au th entic in· 
tellectual person does not tell people things that they 
must do; he does not necessari ly tell them th ings they 
don't already know. Instead, the intellectual helps a per· 
son, or people, to articulate what Is already a latent feeli ng 
or recognition. 

Expertise is not the same as wisdom. We are all in· 
tellectual persons when we are s truggling in courageous 
and obstinate fashion with the profound questions which 
bedevil us within the human condi tion . An Intell ec tual per · 
son is one who continuously works at developing the in· 
tellectual dimension of his character but with a 
realization that the intelle<:tuar dimensi~n is not co· 
existensive with the whole rich matrix of human com· 
plexity. 

We in education have too often concentrated our ef· 
forts on in-house questions-efforts which lead to short 
term,. and sometimes specious solutions. The tougher 
questions do not go away. Lippmann has wri tten, 

At the heart of it there are likely to be moments of 
blank misgiving in which he finds that the civilization 
o f which he is a part leaves a dusty taste in his 
mouth. He may be very busy with many things, but 
he discovers one day that he is no longer sure they 
are worth doing. He may be much preoccupied· but 
he is no longer sure he knows why ... He finds it 
hard to believe that doing any one thing is better 
than doing nothing at all . It occurs to him that It Is a 
great deal of trouble to live, and that even In the best 
of lives the thrills are few and far between.• 

We are all submerged in the difficult questions facing 
us. This is the case because we are human and subject to 
the empire to time. When the Social Foundations• ap
proach to education is done well , it is to these tough 
questions of the human condition that intellectual per
sons, who are educators, address themselves. 

llf 

.. without having seriously grappled with the great and 
abiding questions which Western civilizat ion has peren
nia

lly 
addressed itself to, the cry tor " better human 

relations" sounds like a pitch by an advertiser. The history 
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and tradition of the academic subject areas are at least a 
partial story of how the men and women of Western 
civil ization have raised the abiding questions, and how 
they have sought to make sense out of experience. It is 
the position of this paper that one cannot have better 
human relations, In the profound and accurate sense of 
the term, if shortcuts are attempted which seek to pretend 
that the perennial concerns are not worthy of attention. 

One knows his or her own history in comparative terms; 
co~sequently, one must know a great deal about the 
human condition Itself in order to authentically and sue· 
cessfully deal with contemporary and individual problems. 
The educated person with whom one can have better 
human relations is not merely a dot upon a cold white sur
face-he is not an atom which is incapable of un
derstanding and having empathy for another; he Is in· 

s tead,. a pers~n enmeshed in and heir to a complex 
In

heritance 
which Is made up of geneti cs, race, ethnic ity, 

crass, rellg1o n, etc. One is capable o f real dia logue If he is 
profoundly grounded in the knowledge of his own history. 
One's knowledge of self is always worked through and is 
had with in the rich mosaic of the history of the species. 
When a person knows himself in this manner, then he can 
empathize with a partner in dialogue; and this is the 
crucial factor in the process which can lead to the bet· 
terment of human relations. 

The school must be a place where young persons are 
taught about the historic task of manipulating- from a 
homlnocentric point of view-the stuff of a universe 
which may be benignl y indifferent to human purpose. The 
various academic displines must be seen, as they were in 
tact historically developed, as a speciali zed assaul t upon 
chaos. Intelligent action is possible when men and 
women have become familiar wi th the disciplines, and 
have learned to act cooperatively within a democratic 
community of shared meaning. 

IV 
Objective certainty is not believed to be easily had in 

the. twentieth century. The series of revolutionary changes 
which have occured In the Western world since the acme 
of medieval clvlllzatlon In the th irteenth centry h<- ve 
caused men and women to experience a splintering of per
ception itself. A rack of consensus has plagued Western 
civilization in the modern period. It becomes increasingly 
difficu lt to find terra llrma upon which to base objectivity. 
We live in an age marked by the fact that orthodoxy is a 
state which is possib le tor on ly a few. There are, as we 
have seen, certain narrowly defined areas in which ex
perti~e and instrumental certainty Is perhaps fleetingly 
possible. A modicum of objectivi ty and warranted asser1-
ibility can be gained, but when the ethical and ontologic al 
questions are raised, then the si tuation becomes more d if · 

flcu It. 
~lbert Camus has wri tten, that althoug h the world we 

expene~ce seems to have no ultimate meaning, men shall 
go on giving meaning to things and events as long as we 
remain human. 

I continue to believe that this world has no ultimate 
meaning. But I know that something in It has a 
meaning and that is man, because he is the only 
creature to Insist on having one. The world has at 
least the truth of man ... • 

Altho.ugh there are no experts and no certainty, we 
are not without ballast. There exists, within the West, a 
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verbal, musical, li terary, conceptual tradition which can be 
discerneCI and studied. The record of this history is 
sometimes confusing because there have been 
disagreements and even wars over various and opposing 
Interpretation s o f the tradition . In spite of this confusion, 
which is inherently part of the tradition, the record con· 
talns within ii a distinguishable thin red line of consistent 
achievenment. The thin red line has been based upon the 
assumption (perhaps not " provable") that human life is 
precious-that i t is sacrosanct. The thin red l ine of 
agreement which we seek to describe is based upon the 
assumption that suffering is not Inevitable-that su ffering 
is bad. Furthermore, the agreement has included within it 
the corollary assumption, viz., that man should be able to 
ma• imiz e his potential during his time on earth. 

The thin red line of agreement which we seek to 
descri be is not easily e•p lainable. The reader is invited to 
think through his or her own reco llection of history so that 
the necessarily brie f description herein can be sup · 
plemented. The thin thread of consistent human in· 
slstence upon the condemnation o f suffering and 
savagery can be called man's quest for dignity. When 
human beings have temporarily stemmed the chaos 
inherent in suffering, ignorance and death, they have 
described that temporary state as being dignified. Dignity 
is a word which has been used to describe how man and 
women would like to be treated. When one achieves tern· 
porary harmony and clarity vis ·a·vis the opaqueness of 
e• lste nce, then Western man has thought of himself to be 
dignified. 

For the sake of clarity, let us assume that there have 
been different and classifiable emphases upon the 
his toric quest for dignity in the West. For purposes of this 
analysis, we shall consider five facets or emphases in 
man's quest for digni ty: (a) religio us, (b) philosophic, (c) 
political, (d) economic and (e) psychollgical. 

It can be said that Western man sought religious 
dignity when he defined his creator in anthropomorphic 
terms. The Judeo·Christian God has been said to in· 
tervene In man's history and has promised salvatio n. 

Closely re lated to man's demand for religious dignity, has 
been the quest for philosophic dignity. Plato spoke of the 
e• ls tence of eternal and universal forms of which men 
could partake, understand and share. There existed a 
realm of unalterable truth for the classical Greeks, and 
man's reason allowed him to share in that truth. If man's 
soul was thought to be capable o f allowing him to conquer 
the empire of time, then the fourth and fifth centry B.C. 
Greek contribution was a belief that man could share in 
the eternal through his reason. 

We have seen a drive toward political dignity in the at· 
tempt of Western man to build political institutions which 
allow participation by more and more people. II is beyond 
the scope of this paper to analyze the whole problem of 
modern democracy, and/or the lack of it-but the fact is 
that almost no modern government can claim legitimacy 
without appealing to support o f, and participation by, 
most of the citizens within its borders. There is a tradition 
within the West which has refused to settle for a definition 
of the good life which does not Include participatory 
democracy as an integral part. 

Since the lime of Karl Mar., we have heard the cry 
which reminds us that while man does not live by bread 
alone, political , philosophical and relig ious dignity can be 
empty slogans without economic dignity and well·belng. It 
could be argued that our own century can be charac· 
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terized by man's determination to secure economic 
dignity for himself and his progeny. • 

Our own century has also seen the quest for dignity 
translated into psycho logical terms. Since the time of 
Freud, we have been especial ly aware of the need for man 
to be free from psychologic al distress. We have come to 
realize that there can be no political democracy worthy of 
the name, if there are no democrats. It is more clearly 
recognized now, that religious and philosophic constructs 
can be more helpful if they are built by persons who enjoy 
mental health. 

The ballast, anchor or thin red line Is Integrally related 
to man 's insistence upon asking normative questions of 
whatever status quo he happens to live within. Herbert 
Marcuse' explains that Western man has relused to ac· 
cept the leg it imacy of what is; on the contrary, he is con· 
trastlng is with ought. There is a tradition which has 
refused to accept the legitmacy of the unrationallzed 
st a/Us quo, and that refusal has been stated in the name of 
man's historical search for dignity. Men. using their own 
philosophical or religious ballast, fortified by historical 
memory and community support, have always asked nor· 
mative questions of a status quo which they considered to 
be harmfu l to the well-being of the human beings- harm· 
ful to the possibility for better human re la lions. 

As Marcuse and o thers have explained, the realm or 
ought has not simply been conjured up out of thin air, 
moreover it was not g iven from on high; instead, it has 
been, and continues to be fashioned out of the experience 
and imagination of men and women who have asked them· 
selves the perennial questions we have been analyzing In 
this paper. The ought Is hammered out of our personal 
his tory, when the individual chapter is understood as part 
or the larger story of human condition. Perhaps the nor· 
matlve ought can never be fully reali zed; nevertheless, it Is 
a constant goad to all of us who are tempted to accept the 
injustice which is inherent in the human cond ition. 

Education is the focal point ol the human species' at· 
tack upon the inherent injustice which results from living 
within a world which was not made specifically for us. 
Education means the fashioning of tools which allow us to 
re-arrange the furn iture o f our exis tence. Better human 
relations, if they are not to be merely a slogan, can be 
aspired to by men and women who ask and work through 
the perennial questions- who construct grids and at· 
tempt to anchor them to the thin red line of the human at· 
tempt to live a dignified existence within a democratic 
community. 

Footnotes 
1. This writer is opposed to the term and concept-"servl ced." 

Paul Goodman has articulated my dislike of the term "per
sonnel" in his book. People°' Personnel (1963~ People"' pe<· 
sons are better terms than personnel. Perhaps the reader can 
think of a better concept/word than "servi ced?" 

2. G. Max Wingo, Phllosophies of Educsllon : An Introduction 
(Le<lngton, Mass.: o.C. Heath & Company, 1974), p. 3. 

3. Michae l Novak, The Riso Of The Unme/fsb lo Ethnics (New York: 
Macmillan Publishing , Co., Inc., 1971), Chapter Si•. 

4. W alter Lippman n, A Preface To Morals (Boston: Beai:on Press. 
1929). p . 4. 

5. The soci al foundaUons approach to education attempts to 
place the school into the focus of what ls occurring in the larger 
society . Questions o1 ought are raised-a normative dimension 
is used 10 analyze and criticise the descriptive is, or what might 
be ca lled the status quo. Traditionally tho social foundations of 
education have used philosophical, historical and soclologlca l 

tools. 
6. Alben Camu s, Resisrance, Rebellion And Oearh (New York: The 

Modern Library. 1960), p. 22. 
7. Vid~. passim: Herbert Marcuse, One Dimensional Man (Boston: 

Boacon Press, 1964). 
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